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The Hide-away quickly  
unfolds into a sturdy open 
legged sewing area with both 
a free-arm sewing position 
and more importantly a 
uniquely designed flat-bed 
sewing position-Ideal  
convenience for today’s  
sewers’ mobile needs. 

 
 Ingenious and unique lift up flatbed work surface. This allows you to comforta-

bly work on the Hide-away as just a table or its quickly convertible to a flatbed 
work area for more specialized sewing at the correct height, 

 An insert cut specifically to fit around your sewing machine to give you a large 
flatbed work area– Insert Included! 

 Available in 2 hard wearing, home friendly finishes, 
 Solid, sturdy & quality construction, it will really surprise you how good it is! 
 Light, portable design which allows it to be taken with you and your machine,  
 Arrives fully assembled, all you need to do is unpack it! 

 

- Get mobile with the Hide-away  

Dimensions:- Wide: 106cm (41¾") Deep: 49.5cm (19½") 
High: 69.5cm (27¼") open 79cm (31") 
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Have a look at 
the movie on our 

website to see 
just how easy 
this is to open 

and close 

I only weigh 16.5Kg’s! 

Choose between a fresh clean white 
finish with a matching white frame 
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The Hide-away folds down quickly & easily allowing it to be portable 
and to store in any convenient household location or taken with you 
to a friend’s house, club or class perhaps?   

Model 33 

 - Great storage and height to work at! 

The Rolla Storage model 906  

The Rolla- storage will sit happily either side of 
your existing Horn sewing cabinet or have 2….. 

one for both sides of your cabinet.  
You’ve plenty of storage now! 

 Compact and easily mobile on 5 large lockable castors. 
 270° door hinges which allow the door to fold          

conveniently out of the way when its open. 
 Robust removable storage trays, ideal to be taken to 

where you need to work. 
 Available in 2 popular finishes; Fresh Beech & Warm 

Teak. 
 Solid, sturdy & quality construction. 
 Made to match in with, more specifically, the Gemini, 

Cub Plus and the Hilo but will compliment any existing 
Horn cabinet. 

 Made to match the height of a Horn cabinet when its 
open, so creating a valuable increased level work   
surface. 

CLOSED - WIDE 42cm (16½’’)  
DEEP 42.5cm (16¾’’) HIGH 73.5cm  (29”) 

73.5cm 
Including 
castors 

42cm 
42.5cm 

The Rolla- storage is compact and 
neat new idea from Horn 

Teak, Beech, White 

    Colour Chart 
NOW IN WHITE! 

The STELLA (Closed) 

94cm 

68cm 51cm 
51cm 88cm  

 
Including hinged 
side extensions in 
the down position.  
(78.5cm without) 

134.5cm 

181cm 

66cm 
38cm 

Drawers extend out to; 
38.5cm 

14.5cm 

CLOSED - WIDE 88cm (34 ½’’) DEEP 68cm (26 ¾’’)  
HIGH 94cm  (37”) 

A cleverly hidden  
platform above the top drawer 
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The STELLA Model 3006 (Opened) 

Commercial build strength & quality! 

Due to its height, 
strength & storage the 
Stella is perfect for all 

kinds of craft or            
embroidery machines. 

Huge storage capacity 
drawers and pigeon 

holes ideal for  awkward 
specialist items e.g.  

embroidery hoops etc...  

Beech  

Colour Chart 

A perfect height to stand and work at! 

 Super sturdy with 6 castors in all, 4 being extra large, heavy 
duty, lockable wheels fitted to the main body - make’s for easy     
mobility regardless of stored weight or once locked holds rigidly 
in your chosen place. 

 Tough, knock resistant ABS edging surrounds the top of the 
table- for increased durability. 

 A convenient slide out hooping platform that when not in use 
hides away above the top drawer– great for placing scissors 
etc… when table top is covered. 

 4 large deep drawers and the bottom drawer is extra deep;   
perfect for storing bulky machine accessories eg; cap frames….     

 4 large pigeon holes- ideal for storing large embroidery frames, 
cutting mats, magazines…. 

 Lift up work areas either side of the main body that are held in 
place by sturdy gate leg supports– have them either up or down 
when needed. 

 1” thick table top– helps eliminate vibration and limits operation-
al noise with larger machines. 

Please note that due to its finished size this unit is supplied in an easy- 
ready to assemble- form which makes for trouble free delivery or collec-
tion and will make upstairs or other more awkward locations no problem.  

NEED MORE STORAGE?  

You can add a Rolla  

storage unit to match  

In with this model! 
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 - A great storage idea from Horn 

Or a traditional medium oak with  
a matching brown frame 


